RPS as an example for one population games (with multiple strategies)

RPS as an example for multi-(player) population games
Each with multiple strategies

Sinervo & Lively (1996) Nature
Sinervo et al. (2006) PNAS
**E. coli RPS cycle**

Kerr et al. 2002 *Nature*
Kirkup and Riley *Nature* 2004

**Public goods game**
**Human economics**

Seemann et al. *Nature* 2004
Hauert et al. *PRSB* 2006

Friedman & Sinervo: Book on Game Theory, in prep.
RPS involving multi-player (populations)
Government

House(R,I,D) → Judicial(C,L)
Senate(R,I,D) → President(C,L=R,I,D)

Rewrite Laws
Interpret Constitution
Articles of Impeachment
Judicial Appointments